Eagle Adventist Christian School
& Preschool Newsletter
Upcoming Events
Sept. 10-14
Sept. 17-Oct. 4
Sept. 23
Oct. 8
Oct. 15
Oct. 20
Oct. 25
Oct. 26

September 7, 2018

Fall Week of Prayer
ITBS Testing
Eagle Antique & Classic Car Show, 12-4pm
Fire Department here for Fire Safety Month
Elem CLOSED for Teacher Inservice (Grades 1-8)
Hobo party
School Pictures
1st Quarter Ends

Above—
Starting to learn chime music

In Bible class, the
students were
reassembling “pottery
artifacts” that were
Bible verses.

Hot Lunch (note switch of days)
Tuesdays—Pizza, vegetable, fruit
Thursdays—Mac & Cheese, vegetable, fruit

Classroom News
Mrs. Davidson’s Class
This week we started our first reading units. Our theme for the month is heroes. The heroes we are
learning about include a horse named Charlie, Abe Lincoln, David (from the Bible), and Noah Webster. Students
will be studying what it means to be a true hero, and thinking about who are the heroes in their lives.
With reading, we also started our spelling lessons. Each student has access to the spelling city.com website to
practice their words at home, in addition to the time spent in class. There will be a spelling test each Friday over
the words practiced that week. Please be sure your student is getting the practice they need by quizzing them on
their words throughout the week.
We are continuing our archaeology theme in Bible class by digging in the Bible for the story of salvation and
learning what God's plan is for the human race, the steps he took to redeem us, and what happens when we
accept his invitation.
In Science, we are learning about animal classifications, how animals move, the process of natural selection,
and the differences between micro- and macro-evolution. The upper grades just finished their first chapter in
social studies, about what historians do. The lower grades have been learning about how things have changed
over time, and started learning about some of the holidays we observe and their significance.
Have a great weekend!

Teacher Martha’s Class
We have learned a story about Nico & Lola…. About kindness
shared between a boy and his dog. We are learning ways to be kind in
the classroom.
We also learned about Jonah and the whale and how God loves
us even if we run away. He will do whatever it takes to bring us back to
Him.
This week we had reading logs sent home so we can read at
home with our parents too. Parents, please make sure you read with
your child! It is one of our most important things to do for reading….

Teacher Holly’s Class
This week has been busy, matching and labeling various animals as we learn about how
God created the world. Imagine being able to say "Let there be..." and having it appear!!!!
We have also discussed how God made our bodies just right. With all the things we need to enjoy
the world He created for us.
Blocks, water table and art have been the favorites this year so far. It is amazing how much
learning happens as they play. Discovering how tall they can stack blocks before they fall, which
blocks it takes to make a ramp for the cars to roll the farthest, learning to mix colors to create new/
different ones, how much glue it takes to make pasta stick to the paper, the joy of squeezing glue
for the sake of squeezing. The water table also provided opportunity to squeeze sponges as they
fill the cups. The children have no idea that squeezing is building their muscles for writing, blocks

